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ABSTRACT

A data extracting circuit including an input terminal
supplied with an input signal which is reproduced from
a magnetic tape, positive and negative peak hold cir
cuits connected to the input terminal, respectively, an
adding circuit for adding the positive and negative peak
voltages from the peak hold circuits at a predetermined
rate and for producing a threshold voltage, and a level

comparator having a first input terminal supplied with
the delayed input signal and a second input terminal

supplied with the threshold voltage and for deriving a
digital binary data signal, the positive and negative peak
hold circuits including a higher level priority circuit
and a lower level priority circuit, respectively, and
supplied with the input signal and a delayed signal
which is further delayed by a second delay circuit fol
lowing the delay circuit.
6 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures
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- DATA EXTRACTING CIRCUIT
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to a data ex
tracting circuit, and is directed more particularly to a
data extracting circuit which extracts data of a binary
digit signal or plural digit signals.
2. Description of the Prior Art
In general, when a binary digit input signal is constant
in amplitude and is not bias-fluctuated, the data '1' and
'0' of the input signal can be easily and correctly ex
tracted by comparing the level of the input signal with
a threshold voltage of a constant level.
However, in the case where the envelope of an input
signal is varied by noise and so on, the data '1' and “O'”
of the input signal can not be extracted correctly by
comparing the level of the input signal with the con
stant level threshold voltage.

O
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20

nal and the first input terminal of said level compara
(d) a positive peak hold circuit and a negative peak hold
circuit connected to said input terminal respectively;

25

(e) an adding circuit connected between said positive
and negative peak hold circuits and the second input
terminal of said level comparator for adding the out
puts of said positive and negative peak hold circuits at

tor;

and

Therefore, the following data extracting circuit may

be considered. That is, in the data extracting circuit an
input signal is applied to both a positive peak hold cir
cuit and to a negative peak hold circuit to provide posi

tive and negative peak-held voltages. The positive and
negative peak-held voltages are added at the rate of 1:1
to provide a mean voltage thereof, and then the input
signal is compared with the mean voltage which serves
as a threshold voltage" by a level comparator which
delivers an output signal of the data “1” and "O' of the
input signal or extracts the data “1” and "O" from the
input signal.
According to the above data extracting circuit, when
the varying frequency of the envelope of the input sig
nal is sufficiently low as compared with the frequency
of the input signal, the change point of the data of the

2

A further object of the invention is to provide a data
extracting circuit which can detect the edge of data of
an input signal without being affected by the discharge
in a peak hold circuit.
A yet further object of the invention is to provide a
data extracting circuit, in which the discharge time
constant of a peak hold circuit can be selected to be
short and the follow-up characteristic of an input wave
form is good so that accurate operations are conducted
during peak hold.
According to an aspect of the present invention, a
data extracting circuit is provided which comprises:
(a) an input terminal supplied with an input signal;
(b) a level comparator having first and second input
terminals and an output terminal;
(c) a delay circuit connected between said input termi

a predetermined rate.

30

The other objects, features and advantages of the
present invention will become apparent from the fol
lowing description taken in conjunction with the ac
companying drawings through which the like refer
ences designate the same elements and parts.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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input signal from “1” to "O' can be correctly detected
without being affected by the envelope variation of the

input signal. However, according to this data extracting 40
circuit, the threshold voltage for detecting the data
changing point from “1” to "0" of the input signal is
also provided with the peak voltage of the input signal
prior to the data changing point. Therefore, if noise
with a frequency close to that of the input signal is 45
contained therein and, the input is a signal reproduced
from magnetic tape on which a signal was recorded
with a prior recorded signal thereon which was not
erased or signals are recorded, in a so-called superim

FIG. 1 is a waveform diagram showing an ideal input
signal;
FIG. 2 is a waveform diagram showing a practical
input signal;
FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram showing a prior art data
extracting circuit;
FIG. 4 is a connection diagram showing an example
of the data extracting circuit according to the present
invention;

FIG. 5 is a waveform diagram to which reference
will be made in explaining an operation of the example
shown in FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a connection diagram showing another

example of the data extracting circuit of the invention;
FIG. 7 is a waveform diagram to which reference
will be made in the explanation of an operation of the
posed manner, the varying frequency of the envelope of 50 example shown in FIG. 6;
the input signal will be near the frequency of the input
FIG. 8 is a connection diagram showing a further
signal and, the input signal will drift between the peak example of the data extracting circuit of the invention;
point and the changing point and the threshold voltage and
will be shifted by that amount with the result that the
FIG. 9 is a waveform diagram to which reference
change point can not be correctly detected.
55 will be made in the explanation of an operation of the
example shown in FIG. 8.
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION

Accordingly, an object of the present invention is to
provide a novel data extracting circuit free from the
defects inherent to the prior art data extracting circuit.
Another object of the invention is to provide a data
extracting circuit by which the data of an input signal
can be correctly and positively extracted even though
the changing frequency of the envelope of the input 65
signal is close to that of the input signal and in which the
influence of the variation of the envelope can be can

celled.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

For the case where a digital binary signal is recorded
on a magnetic recording medium such as a magnetic
tape, magnetic disc or magnetic card and an optical
disc, it is desired ideally that an input signal SI shown in
FIG. 1 be recorded and it will be reproduced with the
same waveform as that of the recorded signal. In this
case, by comparing the reproduced waveform with a
constant threshold voltage Eo, binary digit values "1"
and "O' can be extracted.
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In general, however, due to noise and level fluctua

tions, the reproduced waveform is as shown in FIG.2 at

SI. In this case, it may be considered that the data sig
nals are extracted by a data extracting circuit such as

shown in FIG. 3 from the reproduced signal St.
In the data extracting circuit shown in FIG. 3, the

signal SI reproduced from a recording medium (not

shown) is fed as an input signal through a buffer ampli
fier 10 to one of the input terminals of a level compara
tor circuit 20. The output from the buffer amplifier 10 is
supplied to both a positive peak hold circuit 30 and to a
negative peak hold circuit 40. A positive peak voltage
Vp derived from the positive peak hold circuit 30 and a
negative peak voltage VN from the negative peak hold
circuit 40 are respectively applied to both ends of series

10

circuit. In this case, the resistors Rpand RN are selected

15

connected resistors Rp and RN. Thus, at the connection

point between resistors Rp and RN there is provided an
added mean voltage Vs which is then fed to the other
input terminal of the level comparator 20 as a threshold
voltage. At the level comparator 20, the threshold volt 20
age Vs is compared in level with the input signal Si, and
from the level comparator 20 there is derived an ex
tracted binary signal Do. In this case, however, since it
is necessary that the time constant of the positive and
negative peak hold circuits 30 and 40 for the peak hold 25
to be large, if the changing frequency of the envelope of
an input signal is close to that of the input signal such as
the input signal SI shown in FIG. 2, the change cannot
be sufficiently followed.
Turning to FIG. 4, an example of the data extracting 30
circuit according to the present invention, which is free
from the defect inherent to the prior art, will be de
scribed. In the example of the invention shown in FIG.

4 in which the references which are same as those of

FIG.3 designate the same elements and parts, the input 35
signal SI passes through the buffer amplifier 10 and is
fed through a resistor R21 to a delay line 50 to form a
delayed signal SD which appears across a resistor R2O
connected at the next stage of the delay line 50. The
delay time r1 of the delay line 50 is selected so that it is
somewhat longer than a half of the rising-up or falling
down time of the input signal SI shown in FIG. 5. The
delayed signal SD thus provided is applied to one input
terminal of the level comparator 20.
The input signal Sr through the buffer amplifier 10 is 45
also supplied to both of positive and negative peak hold
circuits 30 and 40. Each of these consists of a diode D,

a resistor R1, a capacitor C and a resistor R2. In detail,
the diode D and resistor R1 of each circuit are con
nected in series, while the capacitor C and resistor R2
are connected in parallel and the parallel combination is

50

connected in series to the series connection of the diode

D and resistor R1. In this case, as will be apparent from

FIG. 4, the diodes D are poled oppositely between the
positive and negative peak hold circuits 30 and 40. Fur 55
ther, in each circuit, the resistor R2 is selected to be
sufficiently larger in resistance than the resistor R1 so
that the charging time constant of each of the positive
and negative peak hold circuits 30 and 40 is determined
by the capacitor C and resistor R1 and also is selected to
have a value such as not to be erroneously operated by
noise, and the discharging time constant is determined
by the capacitor C and resistor R2 and is selected to be
large. Further, for example, one connection point be
tween the capacitor C and resistor R2 of the positive 65
peak hold circuit 30 is connected to a terminal to which
a negative DC voltage -EB is applied, and one connec

tion point between the capacitor Cand resistor R2 of the

4.
negative peak hold circuit 40 is connected to a terminal
to which a positive DC voltage --EB is applied. There
fore, a positive peak-held voltage VP of the input signal
SI is obtained at the connection point for the resistors
R, R2 and capacitor C of the positive peak hold circuit
30, and a negative peak-held voltage VN is obtained at
the connection point for the resistors R1,R2 and capaci
tor C of the negative peak hold circuit 40, respectively.
The positive and negative peak-held voltages VP and
VN thus obtained are applied to both ends of the series
connected resistors RP and RN, which form an adding

to be equal in resistance so that at their connection point
there is obtained a voltage Vs which is the added volt
age of the positive and negative peak-held voltages VP
and VN with the rate of 1:1. Further, the resistance of

resistors RP and RN is selected to be sufficiently large as
compared to the resistance of resistor R2 so as not to
affect the operation of the peak hold circuits 30 and 40.
The added voltage Vs thus obtained is applied as the
threshold voltage to the other input terminal of the
level comparator 20 and is therein compared in level
with the input signal SI or delayed input signal SD.
Thus, as the output signal Do from the level comparator
20, there are obtained data '1' and "O' extracted from

the input signal SI.
As the level comparator 20, a circuit such as Schmitt
trigger circuit with a hysteresis can be used. A resistor
R3 is connected to the connection point between the
resistors RP and RN or to the other input terminal of
level comparator 20 and serves to match the gain with
the signal side and is selected to have a resistance of half
of that of resistors RP, RN. In this case, the discharge

time constant, determined by the capacitor C and resis

tor R2, of each of the positive and negative peak hold
circuits 30 and 40 is selected to be smaller than that of

the example shown in FIG. 3, so that the follow-up
property of variations of the envelope is improved.
According to the example of the invention shown in
FIG. 4, as shown in FIG. 5, the threshold voltage Vs
used for extracting a point c of the delayed signal SD is
provided from the peak-held values of input signal SI at
points a' and b', so that signals equivalent to those pro
vided from the delayed signal SD at points a and bim
mediately before and after the point c of the delayed
signal SD are obtained. In other words, the threshold
voltage Vs for extracting the rising-up and falling-down
points of the delayed signal SD is provided from the

peaks equal to the points immediately before or after
the rising-up or falling-down. Accordingly, even

though the changing frequency of the envelope is close
to the signal frequency as shown in FIG. 5, the mid
point between the rising-up and falling-down points of
the delayed signal SD can be exactly extracted.

Turning to FIG. 6, another example of the data ex

tracting circuit according to the invention will be now
described. In this example, the delayed signal SD ob
tained across the resistor Rzo is applied through an
other buffer amplifier 60 to one of the input terminals of
the level comparator 20 and in each of the peak hold
circuits 30 and 40, two diodes D1 and D2 are provided
which are connected in parallel in place of the single
diode D1 provided in each of the peak hold circuits 30
and 40 shown in FIG. 4. The input signal SI passes
through the buffer amplifier 10 and is applied to the
diode D1 of each of the positive and negative peak hold

circuits 30 and 40, and the delayed signal SD passes
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through the buffer amplifier 60 and is applied to the
diode D2 of each of the peak hold circuits 30 and 40.
Thus, the diodes D1 and D2 of the positive peak hold
circuit 30 form a high voltage priority or dominant
circuit, so that from the peak hold circuit 30 there is

6

from the input signal SI by the time between the rising
up and falling-down points of the input signal St. This
second delayed signal SDD is applied through the buffer

amplifier 60 to the high voltage dominant positive peak

hold circuit 30 and to the low voltage dominant positive
obtained as the positive peak-held voltage VP a peak peak hold circuit 40 in place of the first delayed signal
held value of the higher of the input signal SI or the Spin case of the example of FIG. 6. Therefore, from the
delayed signal SD, while the diodes D1 and D2 of the positive peak hold circuit 30, there is obtained a positive
negative peak hold circuit 40 form a low voltage prior peak-held voltage VP which is a higher voltage which is
ity or dominant circuit, so that from the negative peak 10 between the input signal SI and the second delayed
hold circuit 40 there is obtained as the negative peak signal SDD and its peak is positively held, while from the
held voltage VN a peak-held value of the lower of the negative peak hold circuit 40, there is obtained a nega
input signal SI or the delayed signal SD. .
.. .
tive peak-held voltage VP which is a lower voltage
In the example of FIG. 6, the other input terminal o
which is between the input signal Sr and the second
the buffer amplifier 60 is supplied with the output 15 delayed signal SDD and its peak is negatively held.
thereof through negative feedback resistors R4 and Rs
According to the example of FIG. 8, as shown in
: which control its gain, so that the resistor R3 used in the FIG.9, the threshold voltage Vs for detecting the point
example of FIG. 4 becomes unnecessary. . . .
c of the first delay signal Spis provided from the peak
According to the example of FIG. 4, the threshold held value at a point a' of the second delayed signal
voltage Vs for extracting the point c of the delayed 20
and the peak-held value at the point b', of the first
signal SD is provided from the peak-holding values, at SDD
input signal SI, so that the above threshold voltage Vs

the points a' and b' of the input signal S1 as shown in
FIG. 5, while according to the example of the FIG. 6,

is exactly equal to the mean value of the values at points
a
and b of the first delayed signal Spimmediately before
the threshold voltage Vs for extracting the point c of and after point c. In other words, the threshold voltage
25
the delayed signal SD is provided from the peak-holding . . for detecting the rising-up or falling-down point of the
value of which one is higher between the value at point first delayed signal:Spbecomes equal to the mean values
a' of the input signal and the value point a of the delayed of the positive and negative peaks immediately before
signal SD and the value which is the lower between the and after the rising-up, and falling-down points. There
value at point b' of the input signal Sr. and the value at
the example of FIG. 8, the edge of the data can be
point b of the delayed signal Spshown in FIG.7. There 30 fore,
detected
accurately. .
fore, according to the example in FIG. 6, the threshold . The above
examples of the present invention are for
value Vs of the latter case becomes substantially equal
to the mean value of the values at points a and b of the
delayed signal SD which are immediately before and
after the point c. Accordingly, even if the changing
frequency of the envelope is close to the signal fre
quency as in the case of FIG. 7, the mid point between
the rising-up and falling-down points of the delayed

cases where a binary signal is processed. However, the
present invention can be applied to the case where a
35 plural digit signal is processed with the same effects,
By way of example, a case for processing a ternary
signal will be described. In this case, though not shown,
two level comparators are provided and the positive
negative peak-held voltages are added at different
signal Spi.e. the edge of the data can be relatively accu and
rates
to produce first and second added voltages. The
rately detected and also the influence due to discharge delayed
signal is level-compared by one of the level
during the peak hold can be reduced by the time differ comparators
with the first added voltage as a threshold
ence between the points a' and a.
voltage
by
which
representing whether or not it is
The example of the invention shown in FIG. 6 can the highest value isdata
extracted,
while the delayed signal
not avoid the error caused by the gradient in the dis
by the other level comparator with
charge curve on the peak hold as will be apparent from 45 isthelevel-compared
second added voltage as a threshold voltage by
the figures and hence can not accurately detect the edge which
data representing whether or not it is the lowest
of data.
value
is
extracted. Then, from both data the ternary
In order to improve the example shown in FIG. 6, an
detected.
example shown in FIG. 8 is shown. In this example, the dataIn iscase
of a signal with more than a quaternary digit,
input signal SI passes through the buffer amplifier 10 50
the present invention can be applied in a manner similar
and is applied to a delay line 100 in place of delay line 50 to
the case for processing a ternary signal.
shown in the example of FIG. 6; In this example, a tap
It will be apparent that many modifications and varia
is provided on the delay line 100 to divide it into a first
delay line member 101 and a second delay line member tions could be effected by one skilled in the art without
55 departing from the scope of the novel concepts of the
102.
In this case, the delay time of the first delay line mem present invention so that the scope of the invention
should be determined by the appended claims only.
ber 101 is selected to be the above-mentioned time t
I claim as my invention:
which is somewhat larger than one half of the time from
1. A data extracting circuit comprising:
the rising-up of the input signal Sr to its falling-down
(a) an input terminal supplied with an input signal;
and the above delay signal SD is derived at the tap. The
(b) a level comparator having first and second input
delayed signal SD thus derived is applied to one of the
terminals and an output terminal;
input terminals of the level comparator 20 as in the
(c) a delay circuit connected between said input ter
example of FIG. 4. While, the delay time of the second
minal and said first input terminal of said level
delay line member 102 is selected as T2 which is a little
comparator and having delay time shorter than the
smaller than one half of the time from the rising-up of 65
minimum transition period of said input signal;
the input signal SI to its falling-down, so that at the
(d) a positive peak hold circuit and a negative peak
outputside of the second delay line member 102 there is
hold circuit connected to said input terminal and
obtained a second delayed signal SDD which is delayed

7
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input positively poled diodes and one of said diodes
connected to said input terminal and the other diodes
connected to the output of said buffer amplifier, a nega
tive peak hold circuit with a pair of input negatively
poled diodes and one of said diodes connected to said

having relatively small time constants respectively;
and

(e) an adding circuit connected between said positive

and negative peak hold circuits and the second
input terminal of said level comparator for adding

the outputs of said positive and negative peak hold
circuits at a predetermined rate which is supplied
to the second input terminal of said level compara

input terminal and the other diode connected to the
output of said buffer amplifier, and an adding circuit

tor as a threshold level.

2. A data extracting circuit according to claim 1,
wherein said positive peak hold circuit includes a higher
level priority circuit supplied with said input signal and
the output of said delay circuit and outputs a higher

peak voltage in said input signal and the output of said
delay circuit, and said negative peak hold circuit in
cludes a lower level priority circuit supplied with said
input signal and the output of said delay circuit and
outputs a lower peak voltage in said input signal and the

O

15

level comparator and said positive and negative peak
hold circuits have relatively small time constants.
6. A data extracting circuit comprising an inputter
minal receiving an input data signal, a first delay means
connected to said input terminal with a delay a little

larger than one-half the rise and fall time of said input

signal, a second delay means receiving an output of said
first delay means and having a delay a little smaller than

output of said delay circuit.

3. A data extracting circuit according to claim 1 fur 20
ther comprising a second delay circuit connected be
tween the output of said delay circuit and said positive
and negative peak hold circuits.
4. A data extracting circuit according to claim 3,
wherein the delay time of said second delay circuit is 25
selected shorter than the delay time of said delay circuit
connected with said input terminal.

5. A data extracting circuit comprising an input ter
minal receiving an input data signal, a delay means
connected to said input terminal with a delay of one
half the rise and fall time of said input signal, a buffer
amplifier receiving the output of said delay means, a

connected to the outputs of said positive and negative
peak hold circuits and supplying a second input to said

30

level comparator receiving a first input from said buffer
amplifier, a positive peak hold circuit with a pair of
35

45

50

55

65

one-half the rise or fall times of the input signal, a level
comparator receiving a first input from said first delay
means, a buffer amplifier receiving an input from said
second delay means, a positive peak hold circuit with a

pair of input positively poled diodes and one of said
diodes connected to said input terminal and the other
diodes connected to the output of said buffer amplifier,
a negative peak hold circuit with a pair of input nega
tively poled diodes and one of said diodes connected to
said input terminal and the other diode connected to the
output of said buffer amplifier, and an adding circuit
connected to the outputs of said positive and negative

peak hold circuits and supplying a second input to said
level comparator and said positive and negative peak
hold circuits have relatively small time constants.
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